Score
Score is more than a basic hardwood system. We’ve combined dynamic
technology and a classic gym aesthetic to create a sophisticated,
durable surface that blows by its competition, boosting athlete safety
and game-day performance.
Available in three popular Maple grades, Score’s planking interlocks via
a tongue -and-groove system. We’ve engineered it to float, which
means it is flexibly connected to its subfloor, resting unadhered on
force -reducing conical pads, free to breathe over time, expanding and
contracting, eliminating the risk of plank buckling and facilitating free,
moisture-preventive ventilation.
Built on meticulous innovation, Score delivers maximized performance
and durability-promoting flotation, defying gravity so you can too.
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Available in three popular grades, Score’s premium

Score

maple hardwood planks (2.25in wide, 0.78in thick)
offer familiar surface texture and a timeless gym
aesthetic.

Please refer to webpage for Maple grade options.
Score’s dual-layer plywood subfloor provides a stable
mounting substrate for the system’s maple planking
and connects underneath to floating conical pads,
allowing easy ventilation and ensuring a familiar
surface that will not buckle or weaken, regardless of
age or application.
Score rests on floating conical pads, distributed
throughout open subfloor space, molded to allow
easy ventilation without compromising performance
characteristics. Engineered to allow system
Materials

breathing, conical pads also absorb shock on impact,

Maple hardwood (Conical Pads, Plywood, Finish, and Sealant Included)

cushioning falls and easing joint stress while

Plank Width

Plywood Thickness

2.25in

2 sheets, 0.5in plywood

Plank Thickness

Conical Pad Thickness

25/32in

0.375in

simultaneously delivering ideal energy return levels
for natural ball bounce and safe, predictable
movement response.
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Spec | Score
DESCRIPTION
Materials: Maple hardwood and urethane sealant (Conical Pads, Plywood, Finish, and Sealant Included)
Attributes: Floating multi-purpose hardwood system consists of a vapor barrier, force -reducing conical pads, plywood
subflooring, and maple hardwood planks. Entire system provides shock absorption and polished maple lends a
professional aesthetic that requires minimal upkeep.
APPLICATIONS

WARRANTY

Score is truly multi-purpose. Though we

PLAE warrants that Score, when installed using its recommended

recommend it especially for basketball gyms,

procedures and adhesives, shall be free of manufacturing defects

Score’s timeless hardwood aesthetic lends

under normal use for a period of 1 year from the date of its original

polished sophistication to any functional space.

installation. Please refer to Score’s warranty for full details.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Plywood Thickness: 2 sheets, 0.5in plywood
Conical Pad Thickness: 0.375in

Surface: Polished maple, urethane-coated
(Finished and Sealed on site)
Plank Width: 2.25in
Plank Thickness: 25/32in
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Grade 1 Maple

Grade 2 Maple
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Grade 3 Maple
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